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Our history has been made by passion, 
ambitious challenges and great 
successes. It started in 1959 when 
an enterprising young craftsman set 
up in Pesaro Febal Cucine and it still 
goes on thanks to Colombini Group, 
Italian leader in the furniture field, to 
whom this brand belongs right now.
We are pleased to know that our brand 
is associated since ever to a concept 

We are
pleased
to know
that we are 
close to you 
every day, 
for a long 
time now.

of refined design, excellent quality 
focused for a medium/high end 
market. In fact since the beginning 
Febal has always pursued the vision 
“to make things which are different 
from those produced by others” which 
is now our Company philosophy. We 
like to think about having been able 
to anticipate ways of live, to create 
new trends and to invest on the 

quality of a production realized  and 
conceived through the collaboration 
with very well known designers; 
thanks to this Febal is from more than 
fifty years in the houses all around 
the world.
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No one needs a nice piece of furniture if it’s not able to cope with the stress of everyday use:
that’s why our designers are mainly concentrated on the combination of aesthetics and quality, innovation and durability.
The materials are selected and carefully processed, the components are guaranteed
the accessories are designed to the smallest detail and set up with the most famous brand all over the world.

IN THE KITCHEN
Increased door thickness
Febal allows you to choose between two 
different thickness of the doors: 25mm or 
22mm. which enables you to realize a strong 
structure which remains unchanged over the 
time without fearing the stress of everyday 
use. (1)

The best lacquering
The internal lacquering process of Febal 
doors  guarantees a superior performance in 
comparison to what offered by other brands of 
the same segment of the market: colors much 
brighter which last longer, and also a bigger 
resistance to the scratches. (2)

Soft closing hinges
Soft closing hinges are conceived to ensure 
a soft and silent closing of the door without 
any impact on the design of the cabinets. 
Tested with 50.000 opening actions, the 
mechanism is galvanized for protection 
and incorporates the closing spring. The 
mechanism also allows the door to be 
adjusted three dimensionally. On the draining 
board units and corner wall units, the doors 
can be opened to an angle of 165°. (3)

Drawers and deep pan drawers
Drawers and deep pan drawers with full 
extension Tandembox rails are equipped with 
soft closing system with sliding rollers that 
ensure the absolute quietness and robustness. 
They have a capacity of 30kg and have 
been tested with 80.000 openings. They 
have a stop to prevent it from coming out 
accidentally and they close automatically in 
the last stretch of the stroke. (4)

Professional worktops
Worktops are made of waterproof woodshaving 
binder panel, V100 covered with postformed 
scratch resistant laminate. They are supplied 
with drip breaker sealant lower profile 
that makes them resistant to liquids and 
steam. Alternatively there is a wide range of 
worktops made in marble, granite, quartz, 
glass, ceramic tiles, Corian®, Okite®, stainless 
steel and acrylic resin which enable all the 
client to find the most suitable solution to 
meet all their needs. (5,6)

IN THE LIVING 
ROOM
Push pull opening system
with soft closing
All the furniture are equipped with tested 
movement mechanism guaranteed to facilitate 
the daily use and to preserve the quality of 
the furnishes in the time. (1)

Sliding and recliner mechanism
The accessories which convert the sofa in a 
comfortable bed, offer an unique opportunity 
of relax and the necessary flexibility of the 
elements to optimize the space. (2)

Wall unit fixing elements
or the wall units it is foreseen an invisible 
fixing kit which guarantees the solidity of the 
structure and avoid its flipping: the aesthetics 
is preserved in a total safe. (3)

Comfort assured
All the sofa have been conceived in the aim 
to make the comfort of the sofa the absolute 
protagonist element of the living room, for 
this reason each model offers design and 
ergonomics without compromises. (4)

Febal is QUALITY ...
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IN THE KITCHEN
“Vela” wall unit
With the new sophisticated lift up mechani-
sm the door will be softly opened  and kept 
steady in each position. The door can be 
handled by everybody with a nice lightness 
effect tied to a strong aestetich aspect. (1)

Surfaces
The constant research of new technologies 
in the melamine field offers new surfaces 
which give the same feeling as the real wood 
veneered. This happens in the melamine 
doors which combines the versatility of 
the melamine with the beauty of the wood 
effect. (2)

Laudry area
Spaces are in continuous evolution and the 
laundry area either for necessity or for choice 
will be part of the kitchen.  The opportunity 
to integrate the laundry area inside the 
furnishing  enable you to personalize to the 
best your  own spaces.  Evoluzione tall unit 
can be equipped with self standing electrical 
appliances. (3, 4)

Storage closet
The storage closet besides being a clever 
solution should be practical and easy to use 
like the table Magic, contained inside a 90 
cm. base unit  and equipped with a new 
opening system. (5)

IN THE LIVING 
ROOM
Color range and finishing
Febal giorno collection put at your disposal 
52 different options to customize structures 
and volumes through colors and finishings:  
this means to give an absolute and sincere 
value to the word to create even before to 
furnish. (1)

High modularity Structures
The specific attention given to the 
positioning of the holes, especially for the 
bookcase and equipped walls, express to the 
best the modularity concept  whose aim is to 
achieve every architectural composition. (2)

Accessories
These are details  but are pivotal: small 
elements like books-end in Cartesio finish 
for the bookcase that allow to improve the 
functionality of your furniture based on your 
needs. (3)

High modularity between drawer 
units Planar and hanging base units
Like a in puzzle you can count on elements 
highly combinable amongst themselves that 
permit to create extremely modular structures 
able to answer to your own projects. (4)

Upholstered elements to complete
More than 20 models available in more than 
400 different combinations, because it is 
important to choose each single component 
of the living room to create your own home 
100%. (5)

Technical materials
and natural materials
Nice shape indeed but most of all substance.  
The upholstered range can count on a 
very careful research of materials, like 
goose down, which ensure the ergonomic 
excellence on every single model of the 
range.(6)
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Aesthetics and practicality are necessary features  for the ideal kitchen, for this reason Febal research
doesn't stop to the best technological solutions in terms of structure and materials but it always explores
new solutions to guarantee aesthetical impact and functionality without compromises.
Here are some intelligent solutions that better build your own house.

Febal is RESEARCH ...
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Milano

Armando & Elena Ferriani, together 
in life and work, they coordinate the team 
in their Architecture and Communication 
Studio that has always taken care of design, 
graphic design and interior architecture. The 
Studio is highly specialized in integrated 
communication projects that are developed 
through the design of the collections’ 
individual elements, the study of the sets, 
the environments and the Art Direction.
The project is conceived in all the details 
with a specific attention paid to the colors 
and trends that permeate our daily  lives.
They have collaborated on the new 
FebalCasa collection and in particular the 
development of the Day and Night project 
showed at 2013 Salone del Mobile in Milan.
The new Living collection is designed 
to meet today’s needs: simplicity and 
essentiality are the foundations of the 
project, which integrates perfectly materials 
and colors of Febal Kitchens.

Dario Poles Architetto Graphosds  
Studio fonde in 1994 by the desinger Dario 
Poles (1964) has acquired over 15 years 
a wide and solid experience in the design 
field. The constant research for innovative 
solutions makes the Graphosds Studio a 
point of reference in the field. The Studio 
is able to provide to every client a product 
that fully complies with the requirements 
that’s why the studio is so popular.
As for the industrial design, he has created 
pieces that are not intended for mass 
production, as well as pure oblject lines and 
furniture for several well-known companies. 
Particular attention is placed to a deep 
study of design materials and technologies 
that meet the current home-social needs 
that are now anchored to concepts of 
sustainability and recyclable materials.

Matteo Beraldi is born in Meda in 1983 
and graduated in product design at the 
Polytechnic of Milan in 2007. He loves 
clouds, kites, places near the sea, soft 
lightining, home made pasta, laughter, 
honesty and fantasy. From 2007 to 2010 
he worked with Matteo Ragni for various 
Companies such as Camparisoda, Danese, 
Lavazza, Lorenz, Moleskine, Triennale 
di Milano and also take part as product 
manager to the project TobeUs, a new brand 
of wooden toys environmentally friendly 
and entirely made in Italy. In 2010 he has 
opened his own design studio where he 
works on everything which is sensible to the 
creativity.

Matteo Thun & Antonio Rodriguez 
Matteo Thun, architect and designer, 
born in Bolzano has studied at Salzburg 
Academy under Oskar Kokoschka and at the 
University of Florence.  After meeting with 
Ettore Sottsass became co-founder of the 
“Memphis” group in Milan and partner of 
Sottsass Associati from 1980 to 1984.
He was a design professor at the University 
of Applied Arts in Vienna (Hochschule 
für Angewandte Kunst, Wien) from 1983 
to 2000. In 1984 he opened his own 
studio in Milan and became Art Director 
for Swatch from 1990 to 1993. Matteo 
Thun & Partners with partners Luca 
Colombo, Herbert Rathmaier e Antonio 
Rodriguez develops projects in the field 
of architecture and design. The Studio is 
composed by a team of 50 professional 
people, including architects designers
and graphic artists.

Renata Streit, 
Brasil, Architect and Urban Designer 
Juliana Attanazio, 
Brasil, Product Designer 
Martina Mariani, 
Italy, Architect and Interior Designer 
Olga Bezverkhaya, 
Russia, Interior Designer
Phantira Chalardkitsirikul, 
Thailand, Interior Designer

They all met at IED in Milan during their 
Master and they won the challenge proposed 
by Febal Lab to realize the Free Kitchen: it’s a 
kitchen completely custom made with the aim 
to meet the different needs and requirements 
to live the space of a young couple, of a 
family with children or single persons.
A specific research put in evidence the lack 
of a flexible element which characterizes the 
kitchen space therefore it has been conceived 
a “boiserie” which enables to create several 
scenarios depending on everyone needs: it 
could be a space for the kids, a working space 
not only for cooking but also for the office.
This project has bound the girls not only from 
the human point of view, forging a sincere 
friendship, but also professional because 
has succeeded in turning into reality Play 
Studio project, an architectural study of 
interior design and graphics born through the 
collaboration with Febal Casa.

Alfredo Zengiaro Alfredo Zengiaro 
born in Vicenza in 1957 and graduated in 
architecture in Venice in 1984, obtaining 
the authorization to practice the same year. 
From 1984 to 1988 he was head of research 
and development for well-known kitchen 
brands. He now lives and works in Vicenza.
His collaboration with Febal started in 
1995 and has contributed over the years to 
the total renovation of the kitchen models 
directing the design of the kitchens to the 
almost total modernity. “I have always 
conceived the Febal kitchen as the center 
of the house, as an example of cultural 
evolution combined with aesthetic evolution 
and functional signs that go hand in hand 
with the process of transformation of 
contemporary living. The kitchen therefore 
is intended as a personal and intimate 
shelter in which the division of space has 
changed dramatically over the years, finding 
common points and becoming an integral 
part of the living area. It is in this new 
interpenetration of space I search for new 
solutions and materials for the Febal kitchen 
with the aim of making it the absolute 
protagonist of the house.”

Home first of all is emotion and intimacy:
beauty is part of a personal and familiar feeling that’s why we believe it is important to dress the quality of our products with 
an innovative look, timeless and recognizable. To do this and to keep up with the times and people taste’s Febal has developed 
a research and design office that is constantly studying trends and new technologies which has expanded over the years its 
collaboration with designers, architects, product manager, cool hunters and consumer goods  sociologist.

Febal is DESIGN
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FEBAL 

Febal can count on wide 
range of kitchen models 
composed by almost twenty 
different versions subdivided 
between contemporary 
and traditional collection. 
The principal range of 
Febal brand is, since always 
synonymous of design, 
quality and modularity.
The strength of our proposals 
lies in the continuous 
evolution that every year 
present models  with new 
looks and new decorative 
solutions always at the 
state-of-the-art. Our 
kitchens change following 
the indications of the society 
but especially those of all 
the people that don’t  accept 
compromises when they 
have to furnish the most 
important space in a house.

FEBAL LAB

Research and  
experimentation especially 
for proposing ambitious 
projects: here is the future of 
the kitchens' world.
A research team of designers, 
product managers, 
architects and coolhunter 
has developed a new way to 
design a kitchen dedicated
to the latest trends of 
contemporary life: high 
technology push, avantgarde 
solutions and futuristic line 
- are characteristics of the 
models signed as FEBAL Lab.
For those who wish to 
venture, and to be
always updated.

The Kitchen models belonging to the Febal range System 22 are much 
more resistant due to a 22 mm. thick door which guarantees resilience 
and solidity. Discover them amongst our proposals.

The value of a great brand is also measured through its affordability.
Choosing Febal means being able to count on one of the most famous 
brand, in Italy and worldwide, well known for its kitchens’ fine design, 
the quality of its products, its innovative technology and its after-
sales service. Choosing one of the many Febal System 19 products 
means opting for quality without forgetting price, selecting from a 
range of more than 50 finishes, including one-side gloss lacquered, 
matt lacquered  and new generation melamines with matched wood 
vein patterning over the set of doors, that evoke all the tactile appeal 
of the wood. Sophisticated, trendy models at accessible low prices. 
Febal shows you the importance of choice.

FEBAL OVER

Febal haute couture is a 
range of models 
sophisticated and highly 
evolved in terms of line and 
technology: Over proposals 
reset volumes by increasing 
spaces of the kitchen
significantly.
A new height module for base 
units in fact develops
spaces increased by both 
containment and
the Top, making also 
extremely impactful
the aesthetic character of
a single structure.
The top of the Febal range is 
even more accessible for 
those who choose a beauty 
made to last.

There is style and character, but a kitchen should also be able
to meet availability needs and personalization.

FEBAL A KITCHEN FOR EVERYBODY,
CERTAINELY ALSO FOR YOU.

11febal casa



CHERRY

HERE YOU CAN
COUNT ON:

complete and detail
ed information material

prepared and available
design team

advanced graphic design software 
for personalized photo realistic 
simulations

clarity on prices and made to 
measure quotations

guaranteed transport

Reliable and expert fitters

after-sales service that starts
from the sales point and extends 
directly to the company.

www.febalcasa.com
Discover on our website our novelties and proposals  and contact us to receive directly at your home all the informative material you need!

direct line
with the Company. 

call our customer care

at 0721 426210 

Febal casa will answer!

You haven’t decided yet the most 
suitable style that belongs to you or are 
your pretty sure of what you want?
We suggest a look that is closest to your 
own taste by taking a pleasant journey 
through our catalogues, discover the 
many models of our range and alow to 
be told about the wide abreast of trends 
and technologies. This will be another 
fundamental moment in your purchase 
decision. 

Also: wide choice of components, 
customized design, photo realistic 
simulation with our graphic design 
software. In our stores you can find 
all the tools and skills to ensure the 
best choice and avoid unexpected 
disappointments.

In our sales points apart from availability and courtesy
you will find above all professionalism.
Specialized consultants are ready to support you and guide you
in the selection design and purchase of your furniture at any time.

DVICE FROM A TO Z... 
IS THE ABC OF GOOD SERVICE.

1312 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



Carpenters
and professional cabinet-
makers from Febal team 
will be able to realize all 
the custom-size elements 
requested. The high 
professional skills of Febal 
team allow to solve each 
single problem related to 
reduced dimensions or 
structural variation of the 
cabinets belonging to our 
catalogues. This means 
that , in a Company deeply 
rooted in a territory in 
which still live ancient 
knowledge,  also a high 
quality series production 
can coexist with the
“hand made” .

THINK BIG!

Whether you have 
available large spaces or 
limited architectures, free 
your imagination when 
designing your rooms !
Always think big and 
discover that you can make 
the most of every inch at 
your disposal thanks to our 
service CUSTOM-SIZE that 
guarantees the maximum 
personalization.

WHEN YOU CREATE, 

1514 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



You decide the look
by choosing among 21 models

And you decide
how to equip adequately the volumes, choosing among the wide 
range of accessories conceived to meet the most various needs  to 
rationalize the space.

Complete with
the appliances
of the most famous brands to to make the best use of it respecting
the environment and at the same time saving moneys from your bill.

Handles and 
decorative 
elements

Wide range of
tables and chairs 
to be combined and matched
as you like it.

150 finishes

TO CREATE A KITCHEN  
THAT BELONGS TO YOU 100%

In collaboration with:



You can choose among many different 
elements and various configurations

Complete with
the accessories

A wide range of 
tables and chairs 

70 finishes

TO FURNISH A LIVING AREA
THAT BELONGS TO YOU 100%

You can choose among 20 models

Many solutions
and configurations

Accessories
to complete

the project

A wide range of natural
and technical fabrics
always updated

COMPLETE WITH SOFAS

1918 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



Take care of the people you  love 
and the things you love.

Choose the made in Italy as synonym of quality and attention to the comfort,
and take care of yourself and  your family every day.

Take care of the things you love to keep your furniture beautiful for a longer time.

Choose
Febal Casa and 
you will receive 
a complimentary 
practical 
cleaning kit.

2120 febal casa febalDI CASA



It’s easy and amusing when you can release your creativity!
In this section you will find advices on how to decorate your 
space, and you will discover in each edition new ideas which 
give a creative touch to your home Febal.

“Must have”

In the living room, in the dining room, in the 
office corner, in the hallway the bookstore find a 
place anywhere. The bookshelf is meant to store, 
to separate a space, to display: it becomes the 
protagonist of a new aesthetical and functional 
way to live the house. The bookshelf organizes 
and displays at the same time and gives to the 
space a warm touch. Choose your ideal solution 
and create without limits.

DESIGN YOUR HOME.  

COLORS AND MATERIALS: 
here are the trends for the living room 2014. 

Pantone LLC is the world-renowned authority on co-
lor and provider of color systems for design industri-
es has presented PANTONE® VIEW home + interiors 
2014 a complex study that inform about the trend 
and design directions suggesting which will be the 
9 key colors for furniture and interior design for the 
next year. The nine color palette for 2014 are: Techno 
Color, Physicality, Sculpted Simplicity, Fluidity, 
Collage, Intimacy, Moda, Tribal Threads and Eccen-
tricities. It can vary from exuberant colors to deep 

tonality, from more sophisticated tints to a color pa-
lette that interprets the passion for the tonalities of 
the water as vital source. The combination with the 
wood and the other materials, the game between 
reflecting surfaces and the density of the opaque 
finish depending on the designer choice , could be 
more traditional or extremely original but always ab-
solutely contemporary. Febal giorno suggests more 
than 70 different possibilities to combine for endless 
final solutions: a privilege without compromises.

Minimal upholstered, cold colors and a lot of 
wood.  A new sobriety made of formal rigor and 
rich of handicraft details: what was used to be 
defined minimalism today is called “New Nordic 
Wave”, is this the style you are looking for?

2322 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



It’s easy and amusing when you can release your creativity!
In this section you will find advices on how to decorate your 
space, and you will discover in each edition new ideas which
give a creative touch to your home Febal.

DESIGNING A HOME.

Industrial Style, in the kitchen but not only.
Watchword? Experienced.

Personality is the main feature of a nice decora-
tion and here is a fantastic idea to personalize 
your kitchen like no other! Use the laminate with 
“cementine” effect to cover the worktop a part 
of the walls: it’s an eclectic detail absolutely 
original.

Industrial style is nowadays a real obsession: it do-
esn’t stop in front of architectural needs and doe-
sn’t know age limitation. The combination among 
wood, s/steel, color, glass and all the different de-
tails is very popular and spread out. Industrial Edi-
tion by Febal is the actual watchword, either if you 

decide to simply customize your kitchen by adding 
only one  unit like the table with trestle support 
Bistrot or if you complete your living corner with 
wood veneered elements combined with glass wall 
units mod. Garage.
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INNOVATION / KITCHEN
NEW COLLECTION 2015 / FEBAL LAB ALICANTE / MARINA LINE /

FEBAL ICE INDUSTRIAL EDITION / FEBAL SAND INDUSTRIAL EDITION / ICE / SAND / 
MARINA CHIC / CHANTAL / PRIMAVERA / CITY / CHERRY / KELLY 



FEBAL

NEW COLLECTION
2015
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FEBAL

NEW COLLECTION
2015
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A dynamic kitchen,
in constant motion, as opposed 
to the canonical models while 
complying with practicality
and ergonomics.

FEBAL

ALICANTE
DESIGN MATTEO BERALDI

33febal casaDI CASA



Wall units and base units with 
diagonal cuts are the trade mark
of an unmistakable look that plays 
with volumes and colors.

Shaped worktops and 
drawer base units leaned 
help to make even the 
most simple daily gesture 
easier.
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FEBAL

MARINA LINE
DESIGN ALFREDO ZENGIARO

A versatile system
of elements and accessories 
that decorate, in a balanced way, 
spaces that moves from
the kitchen become integral
part of the living area.

3736 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



i jColor is the protagonist even if enriches 
just a small part of the structure: in 
this composition the open unit Evo in 
pumpkin yellow gives a bright touch to
an extremely sober proposal.

Worktops  and volumes, internal 
accessories  and technology: each 
element is meant to customize the 
project of a Marina Line completely 
bespoke.

3938 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



A contemporary kitchen.  A big breakfast 
bar equipped with all the necessary tools. 
Ice is essential, ergonomic
and functional. Can be combined with
elements of different heights to be chosen
according to everyone’s needs.

FEBAL

ICE
INDUSTRIAL EDITION
DESIGN DARIO POLES

4140 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



The kitchen is a “working” space but 
also the center of the house where the 
relationships of the family are cemented.  
An intimate and special place, where the 
operational space can be beautiful and 
practical, organized and multifunctional.

Febal is devoted to the creation of 
suitable solutions  to meet different 
tastes, houses and moods. Jungle dark 
finish is an example as it is suitable 
either for urban and rural spaces. 

4342 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



This is an original collection that creates
the atmosphere of an authentic space with
an industrial modern design. The industrial
inspiration is nowadays extremely trendy, it’s
a kind of “recycle” style that confers to the 
kitchen an experienced look.

FEBAL

SAND
INDUSTRIAL EDITION
DESIGN DARIO POLES

4544 febal casa febal casaDI CASA



i The industrial style, which is extremely 
trendy right now, confers to the kitchen 
and living room the experienced look of 
a refined house still cozy.

Elements like Garage
class units belong to an 
extremely innovative 
components range.
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The kitchen is a laboratory of 
ideas: a nice decorative project 
is the one that leaves space to 
the creativity and functionality, 
as the model Ice.

FEBAL

ICE
DESIGN DARIO POLES

49febal casaDI CASA



Design solutions far from 
the usual outlook and static 
volumes of traditional 
kitchens: now it is really 
possible to create.

FEBAL

SAND
DESIGN ALFREDO ZENGIARO

51febal casaDI CASA



Creative, functional,
elegant the makeover
of MARINA CHIC tells about
its extremely current character.

FEBAL

MARINA CHIC
DESIGN ALFREDO ZENGIARO
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The pull-out dining table it’s a 
perfect example of save on space 
element: a clever solution with a 
big aesthetic impact.
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The kitchen becomes more and 
more a space where you can 
combine modern and sophisticated 
habits with the desire for 
spontaneity and simplicity.

FEBAL

CHANTAL
DESIGN ALFREDO ZENGIARO
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i

o The open wall unit in charlotte 
fabric effect finish emphasizes
a vintage style.

Eve handle is perfectly 
integrated on the bevelled 
surface of the door and it 
is available in the same 
decorative wood finish.
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Our idea of luxury is 
represented by the concept 
of aesthetic and technology 
longevity. Here are areas 
that communicate space and 
elegance, discretion and 
personality.

Greater thickness of the doors,
greater durability.

FEBAL

PRIMAVERA
DESIGN MATTEO THUN & ANTONIO RODRIGUEZ
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The color emphasizes 
shapes, separates elements 
and creates innovative 
structures making Primavera 
an original mix that 
expresses the different 
personalities of the eclectic 
kitchen.
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Minimal and essential design, 
enhanced by rigorous volumes 
and modules with a strong 
emotional impact, this is the 
image of City: a cosmopolitan 
and urban structure.

Greater thickness of the doors 
greater durability.

FEBAL

CITY
DESIGN ALFREDO ZENGIARO
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J Glossy lacquering allows 
original color combination: 
blue and grey emphasizes 
the minimal and refined 
elegance.
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Wooden look surfaces
combined with different 
volumes emphasize the charm 
of natural oak, a new classy
and elegant model.

Greater thickness of the doors 
greater durability.

FEBAL

CHERRY
DESIGN ALFREDO ZENGIARO

The main feature of this model 
is the handle Level.  Available in 
wood veneered or satin s/steel H, 
18 and 36 cm. allows countless 
combinations either monochromatic 
or in contrast.
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i Modern shades are also
put in evidence by the open 
wall units.  A countless 
combination of colors either 
matching or in contrast can 
be achieved thanks to a wide 
range of glossy lacquered 
elements.

The central  island is a 
solution that matches 
rationality and aesthetics 
features.  A good expedient 
to exploit in a functional 
way all the spaces thanks 
to the accessories and the 
internal equipments for 
drawers.
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This model  is based
on the traditional look
which has been reinterpreted
in a modern and refined way.

FEBAL

KELLY
DESIGN STUDIO PHOEM - ALFREDO ZENGIARO
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This model recalls the 
natural materials and 
handicraft workmanships 
that are exalted by the use 
of woven wicker inserted 
both in the wall unit doors 
and in the serving trays.
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TRADITION/KITCHEN
FEBAL ROMANTICA / ROSA / LA CERTOSA / AIDA 



It offers a refined classic 
feel, tailored to modern 
technological and functional 
needs: with elegance and size 
it marks the boundary between 
traditional and contemporary.

FEBAL

ROMANTICA
DESIGN ALFREDO ZENGIARO
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A kitchen that tells an Italian 
story, that preserves its 
traditional features renewing 
its shapes and offering new 
design  solutions that embody 
a reassuring space where time 
seems to stand still. 

FEBAL

ROSA
DESIGN ALFREDO ZENGIARO
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The composition of wall 
units and midway unit is 
interrupted by the hood 
and by the transparencies 
of the glass doors that give 
to whole composition a 
nice balance and harmony 
without being monotone.
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Certosa model is identified
by its country style.
It’s a kitchen where the ancient 
perfumes are combined with
the taste of the tradition.

FEBAL

LA CERTOSA
DESIGN SILVANO DEL GUERRA
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A warm space that perfumes of vanilla, 
full of authentic values and rich in 
tradition, where the voices of the kids 
playing keeps echoing, a place where to 
grow up remembering one’s own roots.

FEBAL

AIDA
DESIGN SILVANO DEL GUERRA
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Hood with cornice mounting 
trim in lacquered version 
color cream decorated with  
a clock creates a warm and 
reassuring atmosphere.
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FULL EXTRACTION DEEP PAN DRAWERS 
fully extractable pull out drawers can be 
equipped with refined and personalized in-
terior fittings. These are allied to put order 
in the kitchen.

CORNER BASE UNITS completed with sui-
table accessories can be exploited in a very  
rational way.

SAVING-SPACE UNITS are elements perfectly 
integrated that can be transformed  in clever 
solution for all the daily needs: the extracta-
ble tables are perfect examples.

TALL UNIT WITH INTEGRATED DISHWA-
SHER OR DISHWASHER DRAWERS it allows 
the continuity of the design of the kitchen 
finding the space to an essential appliance 
without compromising the aesthetics value.

LAUNDRY SPACE made from a tall unit and 
completed with dedicated accessories like the 
laundry basket put in evidence the kitchen 
functionality  whereas the space seems to ne-
ver be enough.

OPEN WALL UNIT AND GLASS UNITS customi-
zed accordingly  to the different models they 
are not only practical containers but allow to 
exploit the spaces between the kitchen and 
the living room keeping the same style.

CORNER TALL UNITS equipped with the Le-
Mans system become practical storage space 
even in the most complex compositions.

BEAUTIFUL OUTSIDE, BUT ALSO INSIDE

CUBO TALL UNIT
Pocket door tall unit 140 cm. width and incre-
ased depth: it can be used to house the elec-
trical appliances like ovens, fridge and wine 
cellars or just as a storage cupboard where can 
be positioned small appliances.

PLACE TALL UNIT
Tall unit with folding doors conceived to 
house the electrical appliances and kitchen 
equipments:  it has a strong aesthetical 
aspect and it can meet any storage needs with 
its volume and due to its ergonomic solutions 
like the pull out tall unit.

EVOLUZIONE TALL UNIT
It has been conceived to create corners and 
closet spaces even if not foreseen by  the do-
mestic architecture: laundry tall unit and cor-
ner tall unit are some of the practical saving 
space solutions.

PERSEO TALL UNIT
A stylish storage tall unit: it’s main feature 
is the typical compass opening of the glass 
doors. it is conceived to house specific 
equipments or electrical appliances

CORNER TALL UNIT
A practical solution that allows full use of 
inaccessible corners zones.

TALL UNIT WITH GLASS SHELVES
The lightness of lacquered glass and the tall 
unit with glass shelves are precious solutions 
to storage and decorate.

SMART SPACE? OUR STORAGE SYSTEMS ARE THE ANSWER.

Sfruttare al meglio lo spazio è fondamentale e dunque oltre alla possibilità di sfruttare il su misura, 
scopri le tante possibilità che hai per attrezzare i tuoi volumi facendo largo all’ordine e alla praticità.
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Bianco 

Bianco opaco

Giallo

Giallo chiaro

Rovere grigio scuro
poro aperto

Rosso carminio

Blu tropicale

Chanel bronzo 
antico

Blu acciaio

Beige (lucido)

Mandorla poro 
aperto

Melanzana

Canapa lucido

Bianco nube 

Bianco poro aperto

Verde cinabro

Giallo Piper

Rovere cioccolato

Rosso rubino

Glicine

Bianco frassino

Magnolia lucido

Mora

Olmo lava

Bianco perla

Mandarancio

Grigio pallido

Bianco larice

Avorio chiaro

Giallo zucca

Rovere grigio

Rosso vino

Verde erbetta

Corda opaco

Caffelatte lucido

Frassino diamante 
bianco

Beige 

Arancio segnale

Magnolia

Palissandro larice

Beige

Arancio

Rovere tranché
magnolia

Tortora

Nero extra

Rosso papavero 
opaco

Corda opaco

Frassino diamante 
sabbia

Bianco

Verde acido

Sabbia Verona

Ciliegio Marbella
larice

Beige verdastro

Rosso devil

Rovere tranché
naturale

Verde muschio

Arancione

Olmo creme

Tortora opaco

Tessuto Charlotte

Lampone

Canapa

Avorio ferrovie

Avorio

Blu oltremare

Rosso

Rovere tranché
grigio

Bianco neve lucido

Grigio luce

Olmo champagne

Verde avocado 
lucido

Jungle sugar

Bronzo

Grigio alma

Bianco luna 
poro aperto

Grigio platino

Bordeaux

Rovere tranché
brown

Bianco puro

Porpora

Noce brandy

Rosso papavero 
opaco

Jungle natural

Grigio asfalto

Grigio efex

Sucupira larice

Grigio seta

Bordeaux chic

Sucupira 
champagne

Blu grigio

Verde inglese

Olmo tabacco

Ciliegia lucido

Jungle grey

Azzurro cielo

Bruno gazzella

Rovere chiaro ecrù
poro aperto

Marrone mogano

Prugna

Chanel bianco

Capuccino

Verde limone

Olmo madreperla

Bordeaux lucido

Jungle dark

Blu mediterraneo

Antracite

Rovere scuro larice

Nero intenso

Blu Faenza

Chanel perlato

Rosso ciliegia

Giallo ananas

Liqurizia poro aperto

Amaranto lucido

Giallo zafferano

FEBAL colours  INNOVATION.   

DOOR FINISH 
Laminate matt and glossy

DOOR FINISH
Melamine matt and decorative wood

DOOR FINISH 
Mono-lacquered glossy - Lacquered matt and glossy
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Grigio argento

Bianco lucido

Rovere bianco

Ciliegio

Corda 

Vetro stopsol

Vetro nero

Larice California 
grey

Rosso fragola opaco

Cappuccino

Bianco opaco

Rovere cenere

Frassino avorio

Nero road 

Vetro grigio

Vetro Tundra

Larice California 
cream

Biscotto opaco

Grigio intenso

Magnolia lucido

Rovere grigio 
piombo

Frassino gesso

Nero

Vetro bronzo

Vetro corda

Rovere grafite

Nocciola opaco

Blu mare

Tortora opaco

Rovere cuoio 
termico

Frassino turchese

Rosso amaranto

Vetro grigio righe 
Over

Caffelatte lucido

Arancio lucido

Melanzana lucido

Primavera
Olmo Vogue Over

Frassino capuccino

Vetro stopsol rete 
Over

Rosso amaranto 
lucido

Office

Bordeaux lucido

Bianco Vogue Over

Frassino caffè

Vetro garage 

Lattemiele lucido

Road

Larice bianco lucido

Grigio Vogue Over

Frassino terra

Vetro bianco 

Lampone lucido

Larice moka lucido

Vetro grigio seta

Lavanda lucido

Bianco

Larice grigio lucido

Vetro rosso 
amaranto

Violetta opaco

Caffè

Larice California nut

Carbone opaco

Bianco Aida

Vetro Aida

Castagno chiaro
Certosa

Burro Romantica

Bianco lucido

Panna Certosa

Vetro Certosa

Castagno scuro
Certosa

Bordeaux e argento
Romantica Decor

Bianco

Azzurro Certosa

Vetro Romantica

Noce Rosa

Bordeaux e oro
Romantica Decor

Burro

Blu Certosa

Vetro Rosa

Burro e argento
Romantica Decor

Capuccino Rosso Rovere moro Verde bosco

Giallo Certosa

Burro e oro
Romantica Decor

Rosso mattone 
Certosa

Nero e argento
Romantica Decor

Verde Certosa

Nero e oro
Romantica Decor

Bianco Rosa

INNOVATION. 

DOOR FINISH   
Arkocell lacquered

DOOR FINISH  
Polymeric

DOOR FINISH  
Polymeric

DOOR FINISH  
Solid wood

DOOR FINISH
Glass

DOOR FINISH 
Glass

DOOR FINISH  
Stone

DOOR FINISH  
Wicker finish effect  

TRADITION.   

DOOR FINISH  
Lacquered

GLASS UNITS

DOOR FINISH  
Wood
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Acquamarina 

Firenze 

Ariel 

Aragon

Primavera rettangolare

 Alicante Aladino

Diamante Industrial 

 Miramare Giove Primavera tondo

Bio 

Kubica

Cubo 

Miss 

Cup 

Primavera

Evergreen 

Primavera 

Factory 

Rivazzurra 

Genius 

Rivazzurra

Siviglia Union Web Ibisco Ibisco Park

Amleto Rosa Rosa laccatoRomeo

Street Street Azalea JimScilla Scilla

Certosa Giulietta Paesana Soft

INNOVATION. 
TABLES AND CHAIRS.  

TRADITION. 
TABLES AND CHAIRS. 

To discover Febal’s 
entire range of 
functional solutions 
visit www.febal.com

To discover Febal’s 
entire range of 
functional solutions 
visit www.febal.com
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FEBAL GIORNO
FINALLY HOME!

Versatility, updated design and intelligence: in the living room like
in the kitchen, the whole innovation in terms of technology

and design he makes space proposing accessible
and eclectic solutions. Discover how much easy to create is!

Today the house of your dreams has got just one name.



Furniture 
suggestions 
to dream,
to create.

LIVE CONTEMPORARY
THIS IS THE SPACE WHERE YOUR LIFESTYLE FINDS ITS mOST INTImATE EXPRESSION:
THE HOUSE TELLS ABOUT THE STORY OF THOSE WHO LIVE IN THROUGH THE USE
OF mATERIALS, FORm AND REFINED DETAILS. THE CONTEmPORARY LIVING
BECOmES THE PLEASURE OF TELLING YOURSELF..

FAMILY FEELINGS
TO LIVE IN DOmESTICITY IS TO USE FURNISHINGS WHICH EXPRESS PERSONAL
EmOTIONS AND IDEAS. THIS IS THE EXPRESSION OF THE TOTAL COmFORT:
WELCOmING, FAmILIAR LANDSCAPES.

COLOURS, EVERYDAY
VARIATIONS ON A THEmE IS OFTEN THE mOST INTERESTING SOLUTION,
SINCE IT EXPRESSES A DESIRE FOR CREATIVE LIBERTY AND GAIETY.
THE PRImARY VOLUmES AND BASIC UNITS BECOmE TOOLS FOR CREATING,
FOR FINDING THE PERFECT BALANCE OF PERSONALITY AND SImPLICITY,
IN LINE WITH THE CONTEmPORARY CONCEPT OF LIVING SPACE.
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LIVE 
CONTEMPORARY
The home suggests a new contemporary conception
of living: it combines personality with the right balance
of form and materials.
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The color highlights a desire for originality: the 
layout of the living area interprets the design 
intentions of the house as a whole and expresses
the essence of its creator. In this case modern
simple and comfortable.
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Attention to detail and function is evident
in our wall units as well.  The fully lacquered
interiors and the Charm finish of the drawers
with their concealed rails and TV shelf with 
integrated cable guide are an example.
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FAMILY 
FEELINGS
Vivere una dimensione domestica che interpreta
le emozioni della casa , significa arredare attraverso
oggetti che sanno esprimere suggestioni ed idee
assolutamente personali . Questa è l’espressione
del com fort assoluto : paesaggi accoglienti e famigliari.
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Cappuccino, coffe and wine red – the power of colors 
is decorate with tonalities, to effectively highlight 
the furnishing.
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FEBAL

NEW COLLECTION
2015
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COLOURS, 
EVERYDAY
Variations on a theme is often the most interesting
solution, since it expresses a desire for creative liberty
and gaiety. The primary volumes and basic units
become tools for creating, for finding the perfect
balance of personality and simplicity, in line with
the contemporary concept of living space.
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Once the style has been selected the 
sofa also plays its part: if the interior 
permits, you can play with a dual color 
solution, and if not the Alfred sofa 
features contrasting color details with 
a highly modern aesthetic.

Petrol blue and neptune blue for the 
doors, honey yellow for the honeycomb 
structure, white for the structure: the 
mix of warm and cool colors expresses
a daring creativity.
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Frassino bianco Frassino canapa Olmo storm Olmo dark Rovere portofino Frassino ardesia

Bianco neve Avorio lux Grigio città Rosa cipria Grigio seta Azzurro Nettuno

Giallo miele Arancione Visone lux

Bianco puro

Nero intenso

Grigio platinoAzzurro cielo Cappuccino Grigio Londra

Opaco bronzo Grigio fango Rosso vino Caffè lux Verde muschio Blu petrolio

Bianco puro

Bianco neve

Bianco neve

Avorio lux

Avorio lux

Grigio città

Grigio città

Rosa cipria

Rosa cipria

Grigio seta

Grigio seta

Azzurro Nettuno

Azzurro Nettuno

Giallo miele

Giallo miele

Arancione

Arancione

Visone lux

Visone lux

Nero intenso

CappuccinoAzzurro cielo Grigio LondraGrigio platino

Bronzo

Bianco latte

Grigio fango

Beige

Rosso vino

Stop-sol

Caffè lux

Fumè trasparente

Verde muschio Blu petrolio

Bianco puro

Azzurro cielo

Nero intenso

Grigio platino Cappuccino Grigio Londra

Bronzo Grigio fango Rosso vino Caffè lux Verde muschio Blu petrolio

FEBAL GIORNO  

MELAMINE FOR CARCASES AND FRONTS 

FRASSINO MATT LACQUERED
FOR CARCASES AND FRONTS

MATT LACQUERED FOR FRONTS

GLOSS LACQUERED FOR FRONTS

VETRI

COLOURS AND FINISHES
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The typical composition referred to by the promotion’s
price is always a 3,60 linear meter module, which does
not answer to all the needs but can be useful for 
understanding the items priced  and allows you
to assess the cost of the preferred model.

Hob

Refrigerator 

Dishwasher 

Oven

which appliances are 
included?

what element can compose 
my kitchen?

which are the available 
finishes?

among which accessories I 
can choose from?

BEAUTIFUL, STRONG  AND TECHNOLOGICAL… 
BUT HOW MUCH IT COST?

Clarity is important, as much as convenience.

When we talk about promotions, accessibility and savings we always do it with the utmost transparency:
the customer’s trust is the first requisite for a great brand.
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